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MISSION STATEMENT 

 
 

 
Herschel Girls School is an inclusive, independent Anglican school which provides 
an innovative, transformative and well-rounded education that prepares and 
empowers courageous, empathetic and ethical young people to lead authentic 
lives. 
  
Students are encouraged to become leaders in shaping their future world by 
embracing opportunities, striving for excellence and making a difference through 
civic engagement. 
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MESSAGE FROM MS K EAST 

 
Our grade 8 and 9’s have been partaking in a curriculum program which has involved a 
great deal of transformation of the learning landscape and has been most successful for 
the past 4 years. We offer 6 core subjects and then the pupils are able to make choices 
from a range of electives allowing them autonomy and independence. These electives 
are designed to be interesting and meaningful and offer the pupils exposure to 
opportunities where they can make contributions to their communities.  

This program allows our grade 8 and 9 pupils to engage in active learning which still 
continues to focus on acquisition of knowledge, but also on important 21st century skills 
and the development of attitudes and values which supplement the learning of content. 
As a result, competency is then shown by demonstrating a mastery of these skills. 

The World Economic Forum has outlined essential characteristics that will define high-
quality learning in the future. These skills include global citizenship, an awareness of the 
wider world and sustainability, innovation and creativity, problem-solving and analytical 
thinking, technology (data science and programming), interpersonal skills, emotional 
intelligence, empathy, collaboration and social awareness.  

We believe our Grade 8 and 9 curriculum gives us the opportunity to teach these skills 
which are so critical for our pupils to meet the demands of the ever-changing world and 
a world that is post-pandemic.  

The Grade 8 and 9 pupils have responded positively to the elective system. Educators and 
pupils enjoy teaching smaller classes, the autonomy of choice of learning topics and the 
experimentation with new, relevant and inspiring learning materials. Our teachers have 
also thought carefully about how assessment needs to change in order to support this 
new focus.  
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What will the GETC Phase look like in 2023? 

 
Grade 8s will study six academic CORE subjects as year courses. 

 
CORE SUBJECTS: 
• English (HL) 
• Afrikaans (FAL) or isiXhosa (FAL) 
• Mathematics 
• Natural Sciences (Physical Science and Life Science) 
• Creative Arts (Art: Visual Art and Design or Music or Drama) 
• Life Orientation 

 
 

In addition, students will select three electives of their choice from a range of 
options. The electives will be taught as semester courses. 

 
ELECTIVES: 
 
The learning areas that will be offered as electives are: 

 
• CAE: Creative Arts  
• EMS: Economic Management Sciences  
• HSS: Social Sciences  
• SAL: Second Additional Language  
• TECH: Technology   
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Which skills will be emphasised? 

 
A wide range of skills will be developed in both the CORE subjects and the 
ELECTIVES. 

The educational emphasis will be on 21st century skills as illustrated below: 
 
  

 
  

From:  https://twitter.com/sylviaduckworth/status/567373802968186880 
 
  

“The whole purpose of education is to turn mirrors into windows.” 
- Sydney J. Harris - 

 
 
 

https://twitter.com/sylviaduckworth/status/567373802968186880
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We now refer to the 21st Century Thinking Skills as Essential Skills. 
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GRADE 8: THE CORE SUBJECTS 
 

ENGLISH HL 
 

English Home Language in Grade 8 is taught through a series of six modules that 
focus on the core skills of the subject: listening and speaking, writing, grammar and 
language, reading for comprehension, reading poetry and reading fiction. We 
believe that this method allows students to develop a close focus on each aspect 
of the course and thus develop their skills in each area. 

  
Students will spend between five and six weeks studying each module which will 
be led by an expert teacher in this area of the subject. Lessons focus on the 
development and improvement of skills and students will thus be assessed 
throughout each unit to track progress and identify areas for improvement or 
support. Each module will include at least two assessments. It is important for 
parents and students to note that the demands and skills of each unit are different 
and this will sometimes affect the results of assessment. For example, some 
students find they need more help developing the skills of comprehension than the 
skills of writing and this might be reflected in their results as they move through the 
units. At the end of the year, students will write a final skills test.  

  
While the students will learn with different teachers through the modules, they will 
also have an English home room teacher with whom they will meet every two weeks 
for a reading lesson. This teacher will also monitor their overall progress and offer 
general help and advice in their English learning.  

  
We believe that teaching English skills through this module system provides 
students with a secure and solid foundation for success in learning in their senior 
school years. 
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AFRIKAANS FAL 

 

Afrikaans First Additional Language is a compulsory subject for the matric final 
examination. As one of the most widely spoken languages in South Africa, 
Afrikaans is an obvious choice in the Western Cape. 

 
Our main aim in this subject is to nurture a love for the language and a respect for 
all its users. We introduce a wide variety of relevant and challenging topics. Topics 
are also approached in a way that encourages diversity, inclusivity, and social 
awareness. In the Afrikaans department we follow a communicative approach to 
teaching Afrikaans as a First Additional Language. 
 
Grade Eight students will be able to: 
 
● Listen carefully and speak confidently to a range of target groups in a variety 

of contexts. 
● Read, view and engage with texts to develop comprehension skills. Students 

are expected to critically evaluate and respond to a variety of texts. 
● Write and present their views, using correct formats and conventions in 

different contexts. 
● Use Language structures and conventions correctly and effectively. 
 
All four skills are assessed using a range of formative and summative 
assessments. 
 
The linguistic skills and concepts taught in Afrikaans reinforce those taught in 
English and will therefore be most beneficial. In an effort to consolidate vocabulary 
used frequently, the curriculum is structured around the following four themes in 
Grade Eight: 
 
● Hello High School 
● Making a Difference 
● Food Culture 
● My Feelings and I 
 
Our Grade Eight curriculum lays a solid foundation for a successful high school 
career in Afrikaans.
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        IsiXhosa FAL 

This is a compulsory subject for Grade 12 if a pupil does not select to do Afrikaans 
(FAL). In this subject students will develop the following IZAKHONO (Skills): 

 

● UKUPHULAPHULA NOKUTHETHA (Listening and Speaking) 
● UKUFUNDA NOKUBUKELA (Reading and Viewing) 
● UKUBHALA NOKUNIKEZELA (Writing and Presenting) 
● IZAKHI NEMIGAQO YOKUSETYENZISWA KOLWIMI (Language structures 

and conversions) 
                     
The following aspects are crucial in this subject: reading to extend vocabulary, 
formal language structure and an appreciation of literature. Activities will include 
critical thinking, textual analysis, formulation of an argument, visual literacy and 
communicative skills. Formal isiXhosa is used as the medium of instruction and 
presentation in the classroom. 
  
Themes chosen to study are topical and relevant and aim to relate to the interests 
of students, as well as equip them to participate as responsible citizens in the life 
of local, national and global communities. 
  

ASSESSMENT: 

All four skills are assessed using both formative and summative assessment. The 
emphasis is on continuous assessment e.g. tasks, assignments, orals and research 
projects as well as tests throughout the year.  
 

WHO SHOULD CONSIDER TAKING ISIXHOSA FAL? 

It is strongly advised that a motivated and diligent mother-tongue pupil should select 
this subject in Grade 8 and 9 if they wish to continue isiXhosa to Grade 12. Pupils 
who have done isiXhosa First Additional Language or Second additional Language 
in primary school are also encouraged to take isiXhosa FAL in grade 8  
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     MATHEMATICS 
 

Grade 8 and 9 Mathematics aims to lay a sound foundation on which to build in the 
FET phase. 
 
We see the first two years of High School Mathematics as a two year curriculum, 
forming part of a 5 year curriculum, and treat it as a continual development of 
mathematical skills. Our main focus in the Senior Phase is on basic algebra and 
geometry. These are the two most important topics to master for success in this 
subject in Grade 12. In Grade 8, the use of calculators is not allowed until 
approximately half way through the second term. 
 

We write six summative assessment tests per year, and these have the greatest 
weighting in terms of the final result in this subject. A variety of formative 
assessment tasks, however, are also used to develop skills and assess progress. 
An example is diagnostic testing before one of the important summative tests. This 
allows us to remediate, or extend, within a topic before the pressure of an important 
test. 
 
In Mathematics we see critical thinking as one of the most important skill sets to 
teach. We aim to really focus on this through different, and creative, formative 
tasks. We have always given the students many opportunities to compete in 
different Mathematics Competitions and Olympiads and will certainly continue to 
do so. This is one of our most useful tools for teaching Critical Thinking skills. 
 
With our Grade 8’s, we aim to run several lessons with a focus on material not 
covered in the regular CAPS curriculum. These “out of the syllabus” lessons aim 
to develop an interest in Mathematics outside of the classroom. 
 
Our aim as a department is to continually research new pedagogical thinking in the 
delivery of lessons, particularly focusing on ideas that indicate greater depth of 
thinking and understanding in Mathematics. 
 
We look forward to an energised and rewarding year in our Grade 8 and 9 
classrooms. 
 
You will need: (Both as per the official Textbook and Stationery lists)  
 
Herschel Maths Textbook (only available at school), a Mind Action Geometry Workbook 
Gr8 and a Casio Scientific Calculator 
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NATURAL SCIENCES 

 
Physical Science 
Physical Science is the way for students to gain a greater understanding and 
appreciation of the world they inhabit. In Grade 8 we encourage students to start 
asking questions about the world around them and to actively explore their 
environment. Our aim is to excite and enthuse the students with a sense of awe 
and wonder about the world and to begin to appreciate the way in which Science 
will affect the future on a personal, national and global level. 
 

We use a variety of teaching and learning styles in our lessons. From whole-class 
teaching to practical demonstrations and experimentation. Students are able to 
plan and carry out scientific investigations, using apparatus correctly and safely. 
We encourage our students to ask, as well as answer, scientific questions and 
they are exposed to a large number of problem-solving activities. students are 
exposed to graphs and statistics and will also use ICT in their lessons to enhance 
the learning experience. We are fortunate to have well-stocked laboratories and 
a full-time laboratory assistant so students can gain experience in handling 
laboratory equipment. 

 
The Chemistry content area explored in Grade 8 includes the nature and 
behaviour of matter, atomic theory, the periodic table, mixtures and 
compounds. In the Physics section, students are given an introduction into 
electricity, light and colour. 
 
Students will also be assessed using a number of different assessment tools. 
From more formal tests to practical work, enquiry-based research activities and 
presentations. With more contact time we will ensure that we foster and 
encourage curiosity and enthusiasm about the natural world beyond the 
limitations of a set syllabus. 
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Life Science 
This subject is about a study of what makes up life. It is an analytical scientific 
subject where the theory is supported by the use of IT in lessons and the subject 
matter is underpinned and explored in practical lessons. In Grade 8 the students 
study Histology (the study of cells), Biochemistry (Photosynthesis and 
Respiration), Physiology (Skin and Temperature regulation), Animal Behaviour  
 
(Ecto- and Endotherms) and Ecology (including Symbiosis and Human impact 
on the Environment). 
 
The specific aims and learning outcomes include completing investigations, 
analysing problems and using practical processes and skills in evaluating 
solutions, having a grasp of scientific, technological and environmental 
knowledge and being able to apply it in new contexts. students should also 
understand the uses of natural science and indigenous knowledge in society and 
the environment 
 
We aim to develop comprehension, understanding, analysis and the use of the 
scientific method. students will be expected to synthesise answers to problems 
and develop research skills. The skills acquired are assessed in various ways 
including tests, worksheets, practical observations and project research. 
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CREATIVE ARTS 
 

         *Note:  
● Each Grade 8 pupil needs to choose ONE of the following subjects as the 

focus of study for the Core Creative Arts year course: Visual Art and Design 
OR Drama OR Music. 

● Please note that class sizes will be capped. 
● The choices for 2023 have already been submitted and recorded. 
 
Art: Visual Art and Design 
In this subject, students will spend six months doing Visual Arts and the other six 
months doing Design. Whilst both subjects are visual and involve creativity 
coupled with skill, they are also seen as unique subjects with their own specific 
qualities. In the Grade 8 and 9 years, both subjects will be sampled to allow 
students to best decide where their specific interest lies. In Grade 10, students 
can take either Visual Arts or Design. 
 
Art: Visual Art 
Visual Art provides students with an opportunity to build a foundation from which 
they can make meaningful visual expression. Visual Art aims to engage, inspire 
and challenge students, equipping them with the knowledge and skills to 
experiment, invent and create their own works of art. As students progress, they 
should be able to think critically and develop a more rigorous understanding of 
art. They should also start to understand how art reflects and shapes our history 
and contributes to the broader community.  
Visual Art includes both Theory and Practical components. The Theory aims to 
create a basic understanding of how to respond to art and appreciate it more 
deeply. We learn the basic language of art and the skill of analysis. The course 
exposes students to a wide range of artworks. This understanding serves as a 
base for further study in Visual Art.  
In the Practical lessons, specific skills will be taught. Students learn about skills 
of observation and rendering. This will include the use of tonal gradation, colour 
mixture, compositional layout and textural exploration. Students will use a variety 
of different media including pencil, oil pastel and acrylic paint.  
Visual Art offers you an opportunity to express your individuality and to become 
increasingly observant of the context around you. It develops confidence in 
critical decision making and interpretation. Creative open-minded thinking, 
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organisational ability and independent problem solving will also be developed 
within a secure space. Whilst the primary skills are creating, interpreting and 
presenting, visual communication and personal reflection are also built into the 
course. 
 

Art: Design 
Design provides students with an opportunity to develop critical thinking through 
problem solving for the world around us. Design is for creative, adaptable, curious, 
open-minded students who are able to see the world differently. students are 
made aware of the purpose and aesthetics of design in society. They will be able 
to make a productive contribution towards shaping the world in which we live by 
understanding and exploring the links between design, human needs, social 
justice and environmental sustainability. 
 
Design aims to engage, inspire and challenge students, equipping them with the 
knowledge and skills to experiment, invent and create their own functional 
designs. They should also start to engage with, and understand how, design 
reflects and shapes our future and contributes to the broader local and global 
communities.  
 
This Core subject includes both Theory and Practical components. The Theory 
aims to create a basic understanding of design terminology and expand their 
aesthetic perceptions. They will learn the basic language of design through 
specific terminology, the design process and the design elements and principles. 
The course exposes students to a knowledge of form and function, design 
principles, construction and manufacture of design products. 
In the Practical lessons, specific skills will be taught. You will learn how to 
demonstrate a wide range of design movements, works and technologies.  
This understanding serves as a base for further study in Design at the FET level. 
This will include the use and knowledge of specific tools, materials and 
construction methods.  
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Dramatic Arts   
The focus of the year is to initiate awareness of the self and others in a 
personal and inter-personal capacity through skills-building and creative 
projects. The focus of Grade 8 is on collaboration, communication, confidence 
building, critical thinking and creativity, developing the individual through 
Drama.  
  
Subject content for the year includes:   
Modular skills-set building: Improvisation, Physical Theatre, Voice Work, 
Characterisation and Playbuilding. These modules verse the students in 
different performance modes and styles, giving them practical skills that can be 
applied in other performance contexts.    
  
The application of skills through the interpretation of found and written texts: 
Monologues, dialogues and ultimately issues-based playmaking, in which they 
explore relevant personal and social issues and how these impact their lives.   
  
Assessment is done on an ongoing basis through performance, reflection and 
application of skills learned. Learners develop their reflective and reflexive skills 
in the use of their Drama journal, which explores their year’s process in writing, 
pushing them to think critically about their experiences and learning.  
  
Students taking Dramatic Arts learn to take ownership of their own Theatre 
Making experiences and, in so doing, develop creative, conceptual and 
communicative muscle, becoming more confident in their own ability and the 
ability of others.  
 
Music 
Virtually every person, every day, experiences music. Every culture and/or 
religion in the world includes music in some form: for ceremony, relaxation, 
communication, celebration and enjoyment. The world would be inconceivable 
without music. In Core Music various aspects of thinking skills are developed.  
 
The Core subject is a fun course that explores many aspects of: 
Theory - how to read, analyse and write (compose) music, General Music 
Knowledge - learning and understanding music from the past, present and the 
future, and Aural - training to really listen and understand music and sound.   
 
Playing an instrument/singing - Instrumental lessons will be taught on a one- 
on-one basis with a teacher who will be allocated to your daughter. students 
may learn to play more than one instrument.  
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We also introduce our students to music and technology. They learn how to 
compose using various types of software. They may compose songs, dance 
music, instrumental pieces and film music.  
 
Core Music in Grade 8 offers an avenue for stimulating creativity and self- 
expression and is an opportunity to develop potential. Our classes are very 
small, fun and an opportunity for the learners to break away from the ‘normal’ 
school environment. Music stimulates the brain, creativity and teaches us skills 
that no other discipline can. It increases our ability to communicate better, to 
understand and appreciate different cultures and their music. Music teaches the 
brain to be more creative, analytical, to understand emotions and how to 
express oneself in a non-competitive environment. 
 
Specific details with regard to instrumental lessons (for either the core subject 
or extra-curricular lessons) will be emailed to you by the Admissions 
Department.  
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        LIFE ORIENTATION 
  
 

As a compulsory subject right up to Matric level, Life Orientation is pivotal to the 
holistic development of our students. It guides and prepares our students for life’s 
possibilities in a rapidly transforming society and ensures that they are well 
equipped with the personal, social, intellectual and emotional skills needed to 
navigate their chosen paths. 
 
Life Orientation specifically aims to develop skills that allow our students to 
respond positively to challenges and to play an active role in the economy, 
environment and society at large. We teach our students to exercise their 
constitutional rights and responsibilities whilst being mindful to respect the rights 
of others. students are guided to making informed and responsible decisions 
about their personal health, the environment as well as further studies and 
careers. 
 
In the GETC phase at Herschel, the Life Orientation curriculum is delivered in 
modules. In Grade 8, the following modules are covered, which each aim to 
develop specific skills and/ or impart pertinent content knowledge:  
 
• Personal development 
• Social Development  
• Ethics and values 
• Current Affairs 
• Active and Responsible Citizenship 
• Environmental Responsibility 
• Careers and Study Skills 
 
Assessment is both formal and informal and may make use of verbal feedback 
or surveys. Many modules are too personal to be assessed, however, Controlled 
Tests are written in Terms 2 and 4 while tasks are administered in Terms 1 and 
3.  
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ADDITIONAL SUBJECTS 
 
Digital Literacy 
 
We give learners a pathway to careers in technology in a format that is fun, 
and with future-proofed skills for what the world needs. Learners can build 
their own website, mobile app or ‘from scratch’ and create a portfolio of real-
project experience and certifications to be proud of. Our goal is to give pupils 
a head start on their tech career so that by the time they matriculate - they 
are years ahead of their peers. 

4iR has moved onto 5iR already. Let’s keep our children’s tech skills up to 
date with what the future market needs - coding, web game and mobile app 
development. We endeavour to give our learners Practical project 
experience and ways to solve current tech problems we face today. So, 
imagine Grade 8s building their own website, cyber bot, or game from 
scratch, and coding it themselves. We invite learners to join our Beginners 
Pathway in Digital Literacy and gain skills that will equip them to solve 
tomorrow's problems using tech. 

Here are some of the projects that they will work on: 

 

Research Skills - practical tools for navigating research, thinking and 
writing. 

The Grade 8s will systematically, diligently and carefully work through a  
six-step process based on the 'Big6' model developed by Mike Eisenberg and 
Bob Berkowitz (1987). This model is designed to help students to develop the 
skills and understanding that they need to find, process, assess, authenticate and 
use information effectively in order to write a research essay.  
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This includes: understanding a complex question, 
doing research, organising relevant information into a logical format, writing an 
academic essay, including proper referencing and understanding the importance 
of integrity throughout this process. We will make use of many types of 
information sources, available electronically and in the school’s Baxter Resource 
Centre. 

 

THE BIG6 
 
 

LIBGUIDETEAM, 2017. BIG6 - Information Literacy Model. VGU Library. 
Available: 
https://vgulibguide.wordpress.com/info-literacy-skills/big6-model/, [Accessed  
on 15 October, 2021
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GRADE 8 ELECTIVE CHOICES 

     *Note to students: Please read the following points before selecting your electives: 
 

● The choosing of electives should not be viewed as a subject choice for Grade 
12 but you do need to read carefully and choose your electives according 
to the instructions. 

● Choose 4 electives that you are keen to study per line. Make sure you are 
prepared to do any of the four you have selected. Avoid duplicating choices 
in different lines. 

● Two electives will be allocated to you per line: one for Semester 1 and one 
for Semester 2.  

● If there are problems with the selection, you will be contacted and informed 
of the problem and the proposed solution. 

● Your parents/ guardians will be notified by e-mail of the electives assigned to 
you for both semesters in 2023. Please keep a record of your assigned 
electives for future reference. 

● Each pupil will be required to have covered electives from at least FOUR 
different learning areas. 

● TECH, EMS and HSS are compulsory learning areas. You need to select 
at least two HSS electives in your set of electives for 2023 - one in the 
Geography category and the other one in the History category. 

● If you are considering taking Accounting in Grade 10, then you must include  
Basic Business (EMS) in Grade 8 and Accountify (EMS) in Grade 9. 

● French Beginners (SAL1) is an optional language course in Grade 8 but will 
be covered in both semesters if you consider taking French in Grade 9 and 
from Grades 10 - 12. 

● You may choose an additional Creative Arts elective if you have covered all 
the compulsory learning areas. It is an optional learning area. 

● You will study three electives per semester: one from line 1, one from line 
2 and one from line 3. When these lines are indicated on your time table, you 
will go to the elective that has been assigned to you. 

● You will not be allowed to do the same elective more than once. 
● Some electives are cross-curricular and may cover two learning areas. This 

is indicated below the title of the elective. 
● Every effort will be made to allocate two of your choices to you per line.  
● Classes will be limited in size and will be capped. 
● Your online form needs to be completed and submitted at the latest by 29 

October 2022.  
● Correspondence will be sent to your parents/ guardians by email. Please 

enter the email address very carefully, clearly and correctly on the online 
form. 
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THE THREE LINES OF ELECTIVES  
 

ELECTIVE ONE 
 8SAL1  French for Beginners (Prerequisite for Grade 9 and Grade 10 French) 
 8HSSG3  Sunshine or Snow...be the first to know 
 8HSSH5  Travelling in Africa with Avi and Kumbi  
 8HSSG8  “Hello Africa! Tell Me How You’re doing” (EMS) 
 8TECH5  Creative Solutions to solve Food Security 
 8HSSH10  Social Awareness...Let's talk 
 8CAE4  Band for Beginners  

 
 
 

ELECTIVE TWO 
 8HSSH4  ‘Women Rise!’ 
 8SAL1  French for Beginners (Prerequisite for Grade 9 and Grade 10 French) 
 8TECH2  Robotics 
 8CAE7  Music and Media (Tech) 
 8EMS1  Basic Business (Prerequisite for Accountify Elective and 10 Acc) 
 8CAE9  Smart Filmmaking (Tech) 

 
ELECTIVE THREE 

 8SAL1  French for Beginners (Prerequisite for Grade 9 and Grade 10 French) 
 8CAE8  From the page to the stage (Tech) 
 8HSSG9  Close the gaps with Maps 
 8TECH2  Robotics 
 8HSSH4  ‘Women Rise!’ 
 8HSSH9  Machines, Medicine, Money and the Mind  
 8EMS1  Basic Business (Prerequisite for Accountify Elective and 10 Acc) 
 8HSSG6  A Journey Through Time to the Anthropocene (Tech) 
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     DETAILS OF THE ELECTIVES 

 
CREATIVE ARTS 

 
  * Note: Choosing an elective in this learning area is not compulsory, but is recommended as a  

creative outlet. It also provides students with an opportunity to select a second Arts option  
      apart from the one chosen as a core subject.                
 
 

          8CAE8: FROM THE PAGE TO THE STAGE  
          *Note: This elective has a technology component and covers two   
                     learning areas, Creative Arts and Technology.  

 
Audiences love to watch a good show on the stage - but what really goes into 
taking a play from the pages of the play text to the final product that the audience 
sees? In this course, students will work on taking a scripted drama from any genre 
and developing it towards performance in their own chosen space, for an 
audience. They will get involved in all facets of the production process, from 
devising the visual and thematic concept, to the casting and acting, directing and 
designing of the play. They will examine the roles that the behind-the-scenes 
players take on, getting involved in all aspects of production: theatre lighting and 
sound, makeup, costume, stage design, marketing and stage management. The 
elective will culminate in the performance of the finished play. 

 
          8CAE9: SMART FILMMAKING 
         *Note: This elective has a technology component and covers two   
                     learning areas, Creative Arts and Technology.  

 
This elective will explore the exciting process of filmmaking on a smartphone. The 
course will cover areas such as scriptwriting, mastering camera functions,  planning 
visual storytelling, composition and camera shots, lighting, recording sound clearly, 
editing and overall production techniques. There will also be a short course on 
acting for the camera.  
At the end of the module the learners will produce their own short film which will be 
screened for an invited audience. Course requirements: A smartphone and editing 
software such as imovie.  
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8CAE4: BAND FOR BEGINNERS  
 

* Note: A maximum of 12 students can be assigned to this elective. 
 

This enjoyable and creative course is designed to introduce students to the playing 
of a wind or percussion instrument. The course involves applying the basic 
fundamentals of music reading applicable to the particular technique of the 
instrument(s) being studied.  

It will include a little history about the development of the instrument and a study of 
some prolific players. At the end of the course, the aim is to be able to play simple 
tunes of varying genres in an ensemble. Join this class for musical fun! 

 
8CAE7: MUSIC and MEDIA 
              
*Note: This elective has a technology component and covers two   

                     learning areas, Creative Arts and Technology.  
This course suits students who wish to develop an understanding of GarageBand and 
iMovie. This course will allow them to use the apps on their iPad with insight.  

 
The course will involve the following: 

• They will produce podcasts which include an interview and jingle.  
• They will develop the understanding of basic recording and editing of sound. 
• They will complete a music video including the filming and editing and develop 

an understanding of basic filming and editing of videos.  
• They will conduct meaningful interviews and research. 
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ECONOMIC MANAGEMENT SCIENCES 

 
 

                                    

*Note: This is a compulsory learning area. All students must choose one of the   
following electives. Students who are considering taking the Accountify 
elective in Grade 9 and Accounting in Grade 10 must sign up for EMS1: 
Basic Business in Grade 8 as a prerequisite. 

 
 

8EMS1: BASIC BUSINESS 
 

Follow the flow of money through the business: from transaction initiation to 
recording in the financial records of the business. Students learn about different 
types of businesses within the formal and informal sector. We investigate the 
different ways of making payments, card facilities and source documents used by 
businesses and basic accounting concepts. Using these skills students will interpret 
transactions and, using basic bookkeeping skills, process and record cash 
transactions in the financial records of the business. Students will investigate 
various business ideas, explore options of saving and investing as well as sourcing 
capital. A brief overview of market forces – demand and supply – as well as 
examining the country’s fiscal policy is included in this course.  

 
8HSSG8: “HELLO AFRICA! TELL ME HOW YOU’RE DOING” 
*Note : This elective has an EMS component and can be selected in place of 
8EMS1: Basic Business if you do not wish to select Accounting. See page 25 for 
details.  
                                       

         
 
 
 
 

   “The important thing is to never stop questioning” 
 

~ ALBERT EINSTEIN ~ 
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HUMAN SOCIAL SCIENCES 
         

* Note:  This is a compulsory learning area. All students must choose at least two electives 
in this group - one from the Geography category and one from the History category. A pupil 
may choose a third HSS elective if she has met all the other requirements.  
Some HSS electives may be cross-curricular. See below. 

 
GEOGRAPHY 
 
8HSSG3: SUNSHINE OR SNOW… BE THE FIRST TO KNOW  

 
Become a weather whizz. In this course students will focus on the importance of 
the atmosphere, the difference between weather and climate as well all the factors 
which are responsible for our daily weather. They will learn to read synoptic weather 
maps, understand how weather forecast are compiled. Students will investigate the 
different climatic regions across the globe, from the frozen Antarctic to the Tropical 
rainforests. The role of human impact, will be critically assessed by investigating 
the environmental injustices leading to climate change and global warming. This 
elective encourages students to become young eco-warriors, who will strive to live 
sustainably and reduce their carbon footprint.  
 
8HSSG8: “HELLO AFRICA! TELL ME HOW YOU’RE DOING?” 
 
*Note: this elective covers the HSS and EMS learning areas. 

 
How often have you wondered about the vast, diverse and complex continent that 
we live on? Although Africa is often portrayed as having a tragic history, there is 
hope! After getting to know the lay of the land through maps, surveys and Google 
Earth, we will focus on a variety of stories from Africa involving music, innovation, 
community-building, social and environmental activism and entrepreneurship. 
Working with maps, documentaries, statistics, news articles and interviews, will 
help you to learn to question, think, reason and understand. A creative hands-on, 
entrepreneurship project will hopefully inspire a greater connection to the African 
continent while you research, design and make a “proudly South African product” 
of your own. The aim of this elective is to instil an interest in, and love of your 
continent, while learning useful Geography-and-entrepreneurship-based 
knowledge and skills. 
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       8HSSG6: A JOURNEY THROUGH TIME TO THE ANTHROPOCENE 

 
*Note: This elective covers the HSS and TECH learning areas. 

 
The Anthropocene, the most recently named geological age of the earth, has 
become a well-used term in many fields of study today. It is the only time period in 
the history of the world that has been mainly shaped by humans. In this elective 
we will “dig deep” and uncover the journey of the earth, from 4.6 billion years ago 
to now. Using studies from Geology, Palaeontology, Archaeology, Physical 
Science, Life Science and Anthropology, we will learn about the ever-changing 
world. We will learn plenty of impressive new vocabulary, and you will stretch your 
curiosity, observation, thinking and creative skills. You will research, write, design 
and make a pop-up story book to showcase what you discover in this elective. 

        
        8HSSG9: CLOSE THE GAPS WITH MAPS 

 
In the age of Google Maps and the like, the human race has lost the ability to 
navigate ourselves from place to place. In this elective, students will learn spatial 
skills which range from learning to use basic map work implements to using 
complex Geographic Information Systems. You will become empowered to 
provide advice to decision-making bodies about important crises which the global 
community faces daily, like poverty and climate change.  Your creativity will be 
tested as you learn to produce your own maps after studying the cartography of 
ancient ones. Together, we will travel to all four corners of the globe via Google 
Earth and be able to add our well-researched, fact-checked information to a 
worldwide app which others will find useful. This elective encourages you to 
develop your spatial intelligence, which not only helps with direction and location, 
but will also give you the ability to recognise and understand the position of 
objects around you relative to yourself. 
 

Education  
is the most powerful weapon  

you can use  
to change the world 

~ Nelson Mandela ~ 
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HISTORY 

8HSSH4: ‘WOMEN RISE!’ 

“Each time a woman stands up for herself, without knowing it possibly, without 
claiming it, she stands up for all women.” Maya Angelou (an American poet, 
author and civil rights activist). 
Using historical investigative skills, you will engage with thought-provoking 
questions around women’s issues, identity and the obstacles to legitimate 
transformation. Your studies will explore women’s various places and roles in 
societies during the 20th century, including South African society. This course will 
cover a range of transferable skills which will increase your understanding and 
extend your knowledge about the journey of different women’s liberation 
struggles. It will include the difficulties faced by different women and how 
pioneering women challenged the gender mindsets and practices of their time. 
We will compare their experiences to the position of women currently and assess 
the degree to which gender equality has been secured. 
 
 
 
8HSSH5: TRAVELLING IN AFRICA WITH AVI AND KUMBI  
 
Curious about our continent? This elective offers you a chance to explore the 
incredible history of Africa by ‘travelling’ through it, both in time and space. We 
‘visit’ the glorious histories of African kings and queens, civilisation and states 
from ancient times to the eve of European colonialism. As we ‘journey’ through 
the continent, we will also meet ordinary people doing extraordinary things. We 
will explore their art, technology, culture and ideas and explore the significance of 
salt, gold, iron and clay. We will learn how Africans and Europeans encounter 
each other - and unpick the complex forces that this sets in motion. Historical 
thinking and writing skills are prioritised, but this elective will appeal to students 
who love dynamic, project-based learning and creative tasks. You will leave 
enriched and empowered. 
 
*Note: The book Travelling In Africa with Avi and Kumbi forms a key text for the 
course (available on Loot, Takealot, and at The Book Lounge) 
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        8HSSH9: MACHINES, MEDICINE, MONEY and the MIND   

 
The modern world we live in is challenging and complicated. How did it come into 
existence? This elective explores the makings of the modern world, by providing a 
framework in which major historical events of the 19th and 20th centuries can be 
best understood. We will explore a wide variety of themes and historical 
processes that have shaped the modern world, by looking at, for example: the 
industrial revolution, medicine and health, gender and feminism, capitalism, 
nationalism and warfare. We will study the ways in which a series of dramatic 
changes in history totally transformed the future. This exciting elective will appeal 
to students interested in social history, and will deepen their critical thinking and 
writing skills through dynamic, project-based learning and creative tasks. 
Machines, medicine, money and the mind will help you to understand and engage 
with the increasingly complex world we live in. 
 
8HSS10 : SOCIAL AWARENESS... LET’S TALK  

This is an exciting elective that will examine ways in which societies and 
communities are organised and determine how privilege and power impact on 
people through social norms and hegemony. Students will explore how society is 
structured, how it shapes individuals and how hierarchies are shaped by the people 
in society. This social awareness course will afford students many opportunities to 
cross-examine the matrix of interrelated systems of privilege, oppression, 
hegemony and biases that individuals in society live through and the changes 
which are needed to promote social justice. It will be presented through critical 
conversations, participative learning, personal reflection and practical strategies 
whereby students will become active agents for change. Many skills will be 
developed in this elective, for example, listening, writing, thinking, researching and 
presenting which will result in new attitudes and personal growth.  

Some of the topics which will be covered are: 

● Social Identity  
● Intersectionality 
● Injustice 
● Restorative justice 
● Diversity and inclusivity. 
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SECOND ADDITIONAL LANGUAGE 
 
 
If you are considering doing French in Grades 10 to 12, then you must select French 
Beginners Semester 1 and French Beginners Semester 2 in Grade 8 and French 
Intermediate Semester 1 and French Intermediate Semester 2 in Grade 9.  
 
A Grade 8 textbook will need to be purchased at School for this elective. 
 
8SAL1: FRENCH FOR BEGINNERS  
*Note: If you select French SAL1, then you will automatically be enrolled for 
Semester 1 and Semester 2. 
 
Semester 1 and Semester 2   

 
Explore this beautiful and fascinating language and become more knowledgeable 
about France and its culture, traditions and cuisine. Some specific regions of 
France will be explored and numerous activities and games will be used to lay the 
foundations of basic spoken French. This is an introductory course about why 
French is more than just another school subject and how studying and speaking it 
will give you an advantage in the current world of work. In this course you will learn 
how to greet people in French, how to count and tell the time. With practice, you 
will learn how to speak French with confidence. You will also learn how to make 
French pancakes, state your likes and dislikes, talk about activities and learn how 
to ask questions. Tasting French food and watching movies are also on the menu. 

       
In this second part of the French for Beginners course you will learn how to 
interview and describe some famous people, how to talk about your days at school 
and how to go shopping for stationery. You will find out if you have a name day. 
More numbers will be learned and the 24 hour clock will be explored so that you 
will know how not to miss your train or plane in France when travelling in France. 
Phone conversations and how to make appointments will make you more 
conversant in basic French. Select French for Beginners, to get to know the French 
language, culture and way of life. 
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TECHNOLOGY 
 

 * Note - This is a compulsory Learning Area and all Grade 8 students must 
choose one of the following electives.  

       
 
8TECH2: ROBOTICS: HOW TO BUILD AND PROGRAMME A HELPFUL ROBOT 

 
In this elective you will discover how to build and program a helpful Robot. You will 
be using Swift Programming and Lego Mindstorms EV3 robots to learn robot design 
and basic programming in real-time. By the end of this course, you will be able to 
program a robot to form basic functions, for e.g. speak, move, collect objects, and 
respond to outside stimulus. You will be programming and working with real robots. 

 
8TECH5 : CREATIVE SOLUTIONS TO ENSURE FOOD SECURITY 

 
Students who take this elective will explore creative solutions to food security 
in Africa that include access to land, water, growing methods and mediums. 
This interesting course will also have a practical side teaching them how to 
grow their own herbs and vegetables in new and interesting ways. They will 
build a sustainable window garden to know how to have food security in the 
future. 

 
         *Note: The following cross-curricular electives have a technology component  
        
        8HSS6: A JOURNEY THROUGH TIME TO THE ANTHROPOCENE  

 See p. 26 for details. 
8CAE9: Smart Filmmaking 
See p. 22 for details 
8CAE7: 
See p. 23 for details 
8CAE8: From Page to the Stage 
See p. 22 for details 

                                                         “New technology 
      is common,  
    new thinking  

      is rare.”  
        ~ Sir Peter Blake ~ 
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          ASSESSMENT IN GRADE 8 
Herschel academic staff support assessment that is appropriate, functional and 
meaningful. The principle of ‘assessment for learning’ is more important than 
‘assessment of learning’. Skills-based education as a principle does not mean that 
content knowledge is not important, but is viewed as key to a basic education at 
Herschel. This will enable students to cope well with life and work  beyond school. 

Both Core Subjects and Electives will be assessed throughout their duration by 
means of continuous assessment. Both formative and summative assessment will 
be part of a series of different types of assessment throughout both semesters. 
Practical components of electives will be assessed in appropriate ways. Different 
tasks and tests will be weighted according to their significance and the skills which 
are demonstrated by the students when they complete the tasks. 

There will not be an emphasis on rote learning or over-measurement. As the 
curriculum is based on content knowledge as well as skills, both aspects will be 
covered in varying degrees depending on the nature of the elective that has been 
selected. Continuous assessment will be conducted in all subjects and electives 
and cover a range of different types, for e.g. practical tasks, orals, projects, research 
tasks, tests, group work, exercises, thinking maps, etc.  

Assessment is based on sound educational principles. Every effort will be made to 
coordinate assessment to avoid overloading students. Detailed reports will be 
issued at the end of Term 1 and 3 but a brief report will be sent to parents at the 
end of Semester 1 and Semester 2. Staff are always accessible to discuss your 
daughter’s progress
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“YOU CAN TEACH A STUDENT 
 A LESSON FOR A DAY,  

BUT IF YOU CAN TEACH HER  
TO LEARN BY CREATING CURIOSITY, 

SHE WILL CONTINUE 
 THE LEARNING PROCESS  
AS LONG AS SHE LIVES.” 

 
~ CLAY P. BEDFORD ~  
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